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Solution Brief

Citrix Ready launched the second phase of VDI Capacity program 

exclusively for our storage partners. The goal is to address the 

storage needs of customers who have already implemented or are 

considering implementing Citrix XenDesktop. VDI presents multiple 

types of data — each with its own unique requirements — to the 

storage infrastructure tier. Storage in turn can cope with these 

requirements using various hardware- and software-based 

approaches, some of which can be combined into hybrid solutions. 

As the number of storage options for VDI has steadily increased 

over the last several years, confusion prevails for some customers 

who are still unsure as to which approach is right for them.

Business Challenge

Virtual desktops have grown in popularity in recent years. As more companies have freed their workers 

from the curative shackles of traditional desktops, virtual desktop infrastructures (VDI) such as Citrix 

XenDesktop have grown as well. The promise of VDI is clear. Virtualizing and centralizing desktops offers a 

more secure, more manageable and less costly end-user computing model. Consequently, the increasing 

availability of scalable server architecture has made virtual desktops more than just technically feasible.

The Present Need for Solution

Nevertheless, in spite of the massive potential that VDI offers in transforming the modern workplace, 

adoption has been slow. The most significant barriers to increased adoption of VDI are rooted in storage 

performance shortfalls and capacity problems.

Top Features to Consider in a VDI Storage Solution

In particular, the following five features are conducive to maximizing the potential of a VDI:

1.  Data Reduction Capability: VDI data is an excellent target for data reduction technologies. Data 

 reduction techniques such as deduplication and compression can slash the amount of storage required, 

 along with the power and space required for storage infrastructure.

2.  High Performance with Consistent Low Latency: Very low latency storage capabilities are required to  

 enable the full potential of VDI designs. Without sub-millisecond latency performance, systems will get 

 bogged down. Users will encounter inconsistent performance or even disconnections when multiple 

 desktops attempt to log in or boot simultaneously.

3.  Mission-Critical Resilience: Once installed, VDI is typically considered mission-critical for most 

 organizations. If users cannot get online, business is disrupted and dollars are lost. Productivity and 

 revenue generating activities decline, and customer dissatisfaction soars.

4.  Non-Disruptive Operations: VDI systems must be available at all times — even during potential 

 downtimes such as during maintenance, upgrades, and natural disasters. Storage systems that are 

 unable to perform consistently in spite of such disruptions are not up to the task of properly supporting 

 a VDI installation.
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5.  Controlled TCO: Total cost of ownership can be quite high with traditional storage systems. Within a 

 10-year cycle, a traditional storage system is likely to require three to four forklift upgrades, complete 

 with the associated inherent costs and risks and the resultant data migrations. Companies need to find 

 a storage solution that controls — or even eliminates — these costs.

Introducing the Citrix Ready VDI Capacity Program for Storage Partners Phase II

To help address this confusion, Citrix Ready started this program — Citrix Ready VDI Capacity Program for 

Storage Partners Phase II — with storage partners representing several different VDI workloads with their 

storage solutions. In comparison to the Phase I of this program where partners were asked to connect 

their storage solution to the test bud created in Citrix Solutions lab. This test allowed storage vendors to 

demonstrate the deployment for 750 users on a single site VDI deployment. In Phase II, the partners were 

required to set up a test environment with the necessary compute resources needed to generate a 1,500, 

3,000, or 5,000 user XenDesktop workloads.

As opposed to a traditional benchmark, whereby different achievement scores are possible, this VDI 

Capacity program is a simulation of “a day in the life” of a XenDesktop farm supporting a certain number of 

users. If a partner’s chosen storage solution can successfully support “a day’s” run to the defined user 

capacity while sustaining required performance metrics, the partner passes and the validation test is 

concluded.

A total of five storage partners participated in the program, representing three fundamentally different 

approaches to solving the challenges of VDI storage: all traditional HDDs, all flash/SSDs, hybrid solutions 

and software-defined solutions.
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Login 
VSI Data:

Partner 
Name

User
Workload

Time 
Required 
to Launch 
VMs -1,500

VSImax Login VSI
baseline
performance
score (in ms)

Total
IOPS

Storage
Solution
name/
Model

Storage
Solution
type

EMC 1500 16 Min
Not
reached

1046 34338
EMC tremIO
Starter
X-Brick

All Flash

EMC 3000 28 Min
Not
reached

919 58108
EMC tremIO
Starter
X-Brick

All Flash

NetApp 1500 30 Min
Not
reached

772 36233
All Flash
FASAFF804

All Flash

Pure
Storage 1500 24 Min

Not
reached

755 27600
Flash
Array//m20 All Flash

Tintri 1500 21.4 Min
Not
reached

716 20000
Tintri
VMstore
T850

Hybrid
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As expected, each of the participants in the program passed the tests and are now Citrix Ready - 1500 

User Workload Verified. Each of the three solution types above are represented by at least one vendor in 

the program. What separates them isn’t just how they met the VDI storage requirements of the program, 

but what the customer can expect to pay for storage per desktop for a similar 1500 user deployment and 

other possible features and benefits the customer might also receive from each. The links in the matrix 

above provide access to each partner’s White Paper describing their VDI storage strategy, how they went 

about meeting the VDI capacity storage challenge that was presented to them, as well as the projected 

cost per desktop and other tangible benefits.

Solving the Challenge

In this section, we will describe the various approaches to solving the VDI storage challenge used in the 

VDI capacity program, along with the known benefits and drawbacks for each.

All Flash/SSD Solution

Many vendors now use SSD or flash memory to service workloads with high I/O requirements. SSDs have 

no moving parts and are not limited by the mechanical aspects of a traditional hard disk operations. SSDs 

are superior in terms of I/O and data transfer. Increasingly the trend is toward flash on the motherboard. 

This may create new performance levels in operating systems and applications that leverage this new 

memory tier.

From a VDI perspective, space can be a challenge with SSDs. Citrix Provisioning Services (PVS--the 

desktop provisioning method used in this program) only stores write-cache1, making SSDs viable – but for 

MCS2, if you have multiple master images, space management can be difficult. It’s also worth noting that 

such approaches come at a cost. This cost premium, has been mitigated somewhat through the combined 

use of SSDs and HDD’s in an approach that uses different types of storage – Hybrid Storage Arrays (see 

below).

Vendors in this program who provide All Flash/SSD based storage solutions include EMC, NetApp and Pure 

Storage

Hybrid Solution

Hybrid storage vendors provide arrays that combine SSD storage, flash-based SSD, RAM, and/or traditional 

rotating hard disks to create high-performance storage platforms. These vendors boast the capacity 

advantages of traditional SAN storage solutions with I/O performance levels that are often orders-of-

magnitude greater than what would be possible with a similar number of traditional hard disks by 

themselves.

Hybrid Storage arrays include storage software services, commonly found in enterprise arrays including, 

data protection and replication, clustering capabilities for scale-out configurations, capacity optimization, 

such as data deduplication/compression, and reporting and predictive analytics.

Hybrid storage arrays are ideally suited for single-purpose solutions, such as VDI. Many of these solutions 

can be integrated within a SAN fabric, but most are delegated to DAS, or deployed as separate storage 

fabric. This creates specialized storage dedicated to servicing the needs of the VDI deployment. This 

creates simplicity because customers do not have to involve their existing storage teams to implement the 

solution.
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The hybrid storage vendor in this program is Tintri

Software Defined Storage (SDS)

Storage solutions, like other infrastructure, are increasingly being moved into software. This allows the 

purchase of software products that can transform commodity storage hardware into virtual storage 

arrays, and serve as an alternative to rigid, single-purpose storage appliances. Though most perceive 

storage products as highly specialized proprietary hardware appliances, the vast majority of storage 

appliances on the market are essentially commodity x86 server hardware running the vendor’s proprietary 

software stack. In SDS environments, VDI administrators and other business stakeholders will be able to 

define their storage requirements and have their request fulfilled without any need to understand the 

underlying storage hardware infrastructure.

Ultimately, as software-only storage options become more mature and storage professionals accept 

commodity hardware as a viable alternative to integrated storage appliances, storage functionality may 

become just another application run on servers. In this scenario, file (NAS), block (SAN), and object storage 

will be created on demand using commodity CPU, RAM, hard drives, and flash resources.

Vendor in this program providing an SDS-based solution is Atlantis

Test Methodology

The focus of the VDI Capacity Program for Storage Partners is on provisioning the appropriate amount of 

storage performance and capacity with a cost-efficient design. Using a simple, binary pass/fail 

methodology, if a partner’s storage solution can successfully support “a day’s” run to the defined user 

capacity, while sustaining required performance metrics, the partner passes and the test ends. Once 

passed, Citrix will describe the storage partner as “750 User Verified” for XenDesktop.

Login VSI is the de-facto industry standard benchmarking tool to test the performance and scalability of 

centralized Windows desktop environments. Login VSI is 100% vendor independent and is used to test 

virtual desktop environments such as Citrix XenDesktop. Login VSI is designed to perform benchmarks for 

VDI workloads through system saturation. Login VSI loads the system with simulated user workloads 

using well known desktop applications like Microsoft Office, Internet Explorer and Adobe PDF reader. More 

details Login VSI can be found here.

Login VSI supports many workload settings. For this reference architecture, “knowledge” workload was 

used, which emulates a knowledge worker using Office, IE, PDF, playing a media file etc. 

Success Criteria

After a test is performed, the response times can be analysed to calculate the maximum active session/ 

desktop capacity. VSImax is the number of active sessions that were launched. If the system is not 

saturated, and it completed the full test without exceeding the average response time latency threshold (4 

seconds), the system receives that tested VSImax rating and a Pass.

If the system is saturated, the response time of the applications exceeds the average response time 

latency threshold (4 seconds), the system would not receive a VSImax rating and would receive a Fail.

The following tests must be passed:

Test 1 - Hardware used for infrastructure

•  The Hardware used by each vendor was independent and different from each other to provide the best 

 performance. Please refer to the Whitepaper for hardware used by each vendor.
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Test 2 – Time taken to launch Vms

•  All 1500 user VMs must boot and register with the controller minutes

•  Desktops were launched between 12 - 30 min, as varied by the solution

Test 3 – Login VSI test

•  750 user VMs are started

•  VSImax must not be reached

•  Response times must be less than 4 seconds

Test 4 - Total IOPS

•  Total IOPS generated by the workload are to be measure. Please note that the maximum IOPS 

 capability of the storage array itself could be different.

Test 5 - Storage cost per user

•  Storage cost per user is inclusive of storage for user data/user file shares. Please refer to the vendor  

 White Paper for more details

Below is the list of hardware and software Citrix Ready recommended to all participants for building the 

XenDesktop PVS site environment. The participants had to leverage the existing hardware and software to 

create a site closest to our recommendation. Find more details about each partner in their respective 

White Papers.

Hardware

To execute a 5000 user workload, assuming each server node consists of 2 CPU - 6 cores each and 384 GB 

RAM, an approximate distribution would be:

•  1 server-node to host the necessary Infrastructure VMs (as shown in table 1)

•  3 server-node to host the launcher VMs necessary to drive workload (as shown in table 1)

•  28 server-node to host 5000 - XD 7.6 VDAs (as shown in table 2)

NOTE: Out of 384GB RAM in a server, 360GB can be allocated to VMs running on it and remaining can be 

allocated to the Hypervisor)

VM Configuration:

Infrastructure VMs: Servers will be running with Windows 2012 R2 – Standard Edition
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Role

Active Directory

RAM CPU 1500 Users 3000 Users

4GB 2 1 1

Delivery Controller Server + SQL Express* 8GB 4 1 2

Provisioning Server* 8GB 4 2 2

Storefront Server + License 4GB 2 2 2

Launchers (1 launcher = 25 HDX sessions) 4GB 2 60 120

Fileservers 8GB 4 1 1
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Network Configuration:

Two networks will be created:

Network 1 – PXE boot of VMs, 10 GB and Production network for connection between clients (LoginVSI 

launchers) and XD Vms,

Network 2 - Connection to vendor storage using iSCSI/NFS/FC/FCoE, 10 GB

Software:

Microsoft:

•  Windows OS 8.1 64 bit – Standard Edition

•  Windows OS Server 2012 STD R2

•  Microsoft Office 2013

Citrix:

•  Provisioning Services 7.6 (Write cache on device HD)

•  XenDesktop 7.6

LoginVSI:

•  Login VSI target Setup for VDAs (Ensure PDF Reader, Flash Player, Java are selected)

•  Login VSI Dataserver Setup (pre-requisite - LoginVSI File share)

NOTE: A separate LoginVSI 4.1.3 license will be obtained to further provide isolation

Storage Requirement/VM:

This is calculated only for VDAs, infrastructure server storage to be calculated separately:
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Operating System

RAM

Windows 8.1 64 Bit – Standard Edition

2GB

CPU 2

VDA Machines

Active Directory

1500 Users 3000 Users 5000 Users

Additional
Storage
added
for Overhead

9 TB

User Data – 30 GB 44 TB

Total Storage Required 64 TB

9 TB

44 TB

128 TB

30

150 TB

215 TB

2.5 TB to 5 TB

3 TB to 30 TB
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Please Note: The storage requirement above is calculated only for VM that we create to achieve the 

user load.

Note:

• Vendors in this program were allowed to use performance features such as data de-duplication, 

compression, etc. to create storage efficiencies to effectively expand a small amount of physical 

storage into larger amounts of logical storage needed to meet the VDI Capacity Program 

requirements. We did not attempt to validate any of the vendor’s claims about these performance 

features. Given this, it is important that readers carry out their own due diligence and validate any 

vendor’s efficiency claims on their own.

• Storage vendors were required to supply the complete bill of materials and the estimated street price 

for all storage components, accessories and any required M&S that a customer couldexpect to pay if 

purchasing a similar configuration. All prices supplied were in USD.

The objective of this program was to provide an opportunity to the storage partners to demonstrate VDI 

capabilities via a self-validation process. The program was designed with a goal to define the VDI storage 

workload without reaching storage latency threshold and do so with a cost-effective design. It was never 

the test’s goal of choosing a “winner”, but to give the vendors a chance to show off their storage solution 

in a VDI environment and for customers to make the purchasing decision easily.
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